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THE ALGORITHMIC INFLECTION OF RUSSIAN AND GENERATION
OF GRAMMATICALLY CORRECT TEXT
T.M. SADYKOV AND T.A. ZHUKOV
Abstract. We present a deterministic algorithm for Russian inflection. This algorithm
is implemented in a publicly available web-service www.passare.ru which provides func-
tions for inflection of single words, word matching and synthesis of grammatically correct
Russian text. The inflectional functions have been tested against the annotated corpus
of Russian language OpenCorpora [18].
1. Introduction
Automatic inflection of words in a natural language is necessary for a variety of theoret-
ical and applied purposes like parsing, topic-to-question generation [3], speech recognition
and synthesis, machine translation [13], tagset design [17], information retrieval [12], con-
tent analysis etc [1, 2]. Various approaches towards automated inflection have been used to
deal with particular aspects of inflection [5, 23] in predefined languages [6, 8, 9, 15, 16, 19]
or in an unspecified inflected language [7].
Despite substantial recent progress in the field [16, 21, 22], automatic inflection still
represents a problem of formidable computational complexity for many natural languages
in the world. Most state-of-the-art approaches make use of extensive manually annotated
corpora that currently exist for all major languages [20]. Real-time handling of a dic-
tionary that contains millions of inflected word forms and tens of millions of relations
between them is not an easy task [10]. Besides, no dictionary can ever be complete. For
these reasons, algorithmic coverage of the grammar of a natural language is important
provided that inflection in this language is complex enough.
Russian is a highly inflected language whose grammar is known for its complexity [21,
23]. In Russian, inflection of a word may require changing its prefix, root and ending
simultaneously while the rules of inflection are highly complex [11, 23]. The form of a
word can depend on as many as five grammatical categories such as number, gender,
person, tense, case, voice, animacy etc. By an estimate based on [18], the average number
of different grammatical forms of a Russian adjective is 11.716. A Russian verb has, on
average, 44.069 different inflected forms, counting participles of all kinds and the gerunds.
In the present paper we describe a fully algorithmic dictionary-free approach towards
automatic inflection of Russian. The algorithms described in the present paper are im-
plemented in C# programming language. The described functionality is freely available
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online at www.passare.ru through both manual entry of a word to be inflected and by
API access of main functions for dealing with big amounts of data.
2. Algorithms and implementation
The web-service passare.ru offers a variety of functions for inflection of single Russian
words, word matching, and synthesis of grammatically correct text. In particular, the
inflection of a Russian noun by number and case, the inflection of a Russian adjective by
number, gender, and case, the inflection of a Russian adverb by the degrees of comparison
are implemented. Russian verb is the part of speech whose inflection is by far the most
complicated in the language. The presented algorithm provides inflection of a Russian
verb by tense, person, number, and gender. It also allows one to form the gerunds and the
imperative forms of a verb. Besides, functions for forming and inflecting active present and
past participles as well as passive past participles are realized. Passive present participle
is the only verb form not currently supported by the website due to the extreme level of
its irregularity and absence for numerous verbs in the language.
The algorithmic coverage of the Russian language provided by the web-service pas-
sare.ru aims to balance grammatical accuracy and easiness of use. For that reason, a few
simplifying assumptions have been made: the Russian letters ”е¨” and ”е” are identified;
no information on the stress in a word is required to produce its inflected forms; for in-
flectional functions, the existence of an input word in the language is determined by the
user. Furthermore, the animacy of a noun is not treated as a variable category in the
noun-inflecting function despite the existence of 1037 nouns (about 1.4% of the nouns in
the OpenCorpora database [18]) with unspecified animacy. This list of nouns has been
manually reviewed on a case-by-case basis and the decision has been made in favor of the
form that is more frequent in the language. The other form can be obtained by calling
the same function with a different case parameter (Nominative or Genitive instead of
Accusative).
Similarly, the perfectiveness is not implemented as a parameter in a verb-inflecting
function although by [18] there exist 1038 verbs (about 3.2% of the verbs in the database)
in the language whose perfectiveness is not specified. For such verbs, the function produces
forms that correspond to both perfective and imperfective inflections.
The inflectional form of a Russian word defined by a choice of grammatical categories
(such as number, gender, person, tense, case, voice, animacy etc.) is in general not
uniquely defined. This applies in particular to many feminine nouns, feminine forms of
adjectives and to numerous verbs. For such words, the algorithms implemented in the
web-service passare.ru only aim at finding one of the inflectional forms, typically, the one
which is the most common in the language.
Due to the rich morphology of the Russian language and to the high complexity of its
grammar, a detailed description of the algorithms of Russian inflection cannot be provided
in a journal paper. The algorithm for the generation of the perfective gerund form of a
verb is presented in Fig. 1. Most of the notation in Figure 1 is the same as that of the C#
programming language. Furthermore, NF denotes the input normal form (the infinitive) of
a verb to be processed. GetPerfectness() is a boolean function which detects whether
a verb is perfective or not. Verb() is the function which inflects a given verb with respect
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to person, number, gender and tense (see the notation in Section 5). BF denotes the basic
form of a Russian verb which is most suitable for constructing the perfective gerund of
that verb. We found it convenient to use one of the three different basic forms depending
on the type of the input verb to be inflected. The list vowels comprises all vowels in the
Russian alphabet.
Figure 1. Generation of the perfective gerund form of a verb
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The algorithms have been implemented in C# programming language. The imple-
mentation comprises about 35,000 lines of code and has been compiled into a 571 kB
executable file.
3. Software speed tests and verification of results
The software being presented has been tested against the one of the widest publicly
available corpora of Russian, OpenCorpora [18]. We have been using Intel Core i5-2320
processor clocked at 3.00GHz with 16GB RAM under Windows 7. The results are sum-
marized in the below table.
Table 1: Inflection speed and agreement rates of passare.ru and OpenCorpora
Part of speech Total number of words
Total processing
time, min:sec
Number of forms com-
puted (per word)
Processing time
per word, msec
Agreement
rate with
OpenCorpora
Noun 74633 02:36 12 2 98.557%
Verb 32358 05:49 24 10 98.678%
Adjective 42920 00:06 28 0.14 98.489%
Adverb 1507 <00:01 2 0.021 n/a
Ordinal 10000 (range 0-9999) 00:30 18 3 n/a
Cardinal 10000 (range 0-9999) 00:23 24 2 n/a
Present partici-
ple active
16946 04:55 28 17 98.961%
Past participle
active
32358 10:19 28 19 99.152%
Past participle
passive
32358 10:32 28 19 94.803%
Gerunds 32358 00:23 2 0.72 99.157%
Verb imperative 32358 00:42 2 1 95.327%
All of the words whose inflected forms did not show full agreement with the OpenCorpora
database have been manually reviewed on a case-by-case basis. In the case of nouns,
26.76% of all error-producing input words belong to the class of Russian nouns whose
animacy cannot be determined outside the context (e.g. ”е¨ж”, ”жучок” and the like).
For verbs, 11.26% of the discrepancies result from the verbs whose perfectiveness cannot
be determined outside the context without additional information on the stress in the
word (e.g. ”насыпать”, ”пахнуть” etc.).
Besides, a substantial number of errors in OpenCorpora have been discovered. The
classification of flaws in OpenCorpora is beyond the scope of the present work and we
only mention that the inflection of the verb ”застелить” as well as the gerund forms of
the verbs ”выместить” and ”напечь” appear to be incorrect in this database at the time
of writing.
4. Synthesis of grammatically correct text
Using the basic functions described above, one can implement automated synthesis of
grammatically correct Russian text on the basis of any logical, numerical, financial, factual
or any other precise data. The website passare.ru provides examples of such metafunctions
that generate grammatically correct weather forecast and currency exchange rates report
on the basis of real-time data available online. Besides, it offers a function that converts
a correct arithmetic formula into Russian text.
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The following piece of C# code is the core of one of the central functions which generate
a grammatically correct report on exchange rates of currencies.
[ SynthFunction ( ” ( Change in exchange rate ) ” ) ]
public stat ic Log icSet TrendChange ( Log icSet input ,
Log i cSo lve r s o l v e r )
{
TimeSer ies t s = new TimeSer ies ( ) ;
var cc1 = input . ElementAt ( 0 ) . ToString ( ) . Subst r ing ( 1 ) ;
var cc2 = input . ElementAt ( 1 ) . ToString ( ) . Subst r ing ( 1 ) ;
string rdt = cc1 + cc2 ;
var currency1y =
Financ i a lda ta . GetData ( rdt , ”CURRENCY” , ”1Y” , ”d , c” ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < currency1y . Count ; i++)
{
int r i = currency1y . Count − i − 1 ;
DateTime d = DateTime . Today . AddDays(− i − 1 ) ;
t s . AddData (new TimeSeriesDataPoint (d ,
double . Parse ( currency1y [ r i ] [ 1 ] . Replace ( ’ . ’ , ’ , ’ ) ) ) ) ;
}
var r e s u l t = t s . BuildMontlyTrends ( ) ;
i f ( r e s u l t . Count == 0) return new Log icSet ( ) ;
var l a s t = r e s u l t . Last ( ) ;
var i s t p = t s . IsTrendPresent ( l a s t ,
DateTime . Today . AddDays(−1)) ;
DateTime midtrendtime =
DateTime . FromBinary ( ( l a s t . t s t a r t . Ticks
+ l a s t . tend . Ticks ) / 2 ) . Date ;
int tt lmonths = DateTime . Today .Month −
midtrendtime .Month ;
var i d3 = so l v e r . OpenParamGroup ( ) ;
var l s e t = new Log icSet ( ) ;
i f ( tt lmonths > 0)
{
var i d2 = so l v e r . OpenParamGroup ( ) ;
var a1 = so l v e r . Construct ( ”number of months” +
ttlmonths , i d 2 ) ;
var d t e s t =
s o l v e r . Construct ( ” past t ime ( months ago ) ” , i d 3 ) ;
s o l v e r . Apply ( d t e s t ) ;
s o l v e r . Col lapseLongBranches ( d t e s t ) ;
s o l v e r . CloseParamGroup ( i d2 ) ;
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}
else . . . . . . . . . . . .
s o l v e r . CloseParamGroup ( i d3 ) ;
return l s e t ;
}
5. Automated API access of main functions
Although all functions of the website www.passare.ru can be accessed manually by
choosing options and typing words to be inflected or entering the parameters of a text to
be automatically created, API-based automatic access is enabled to speed up work with
big amounts of data. The details of the API access of main functions are as follows.
interface: socket
ip: 46.173.208.127
port: 9999
character encoding: UTF8
To access a function, one needs to connect to the server, send a query string ending
with the zero byte, receive the response string ending with the zero byte and close the
connection.
The API accessible functions of the website provide inflection of the following parts of
speech:
• Verbs (ru verb) with the arguments: verb (the infinitive); person; number; gender;
tense;
• Nouns (ru noun) with the arguments: noun (the singular nominative form); num-
ber; case;
• Adjectives (ru adjective) with the arguments: adjective (the singular masculine
nominative form); number; gender; case; animacy;
• Adverbs (ru adverb) with the arguments: adverb; comparative/superlative form;
• Numerals (ru numeral):
Cardinals with the arguments: number; card;
Ordinals with the arguments: number; ordi;
Fractions with the arguments: number (e.g. 1/2); frac.
• Do we have API accessible functions for participles and gerund form?
The lists of possible values of the parameters in the above functions are as follows:
Person: p1 - 1st person; p2 - 2nd person; p3 - 3rd person.
Number: n1 - Singular; nx - Indefinite plural; n2 - Plural for numerals like 2, 3, 4, 22,
23, 24, etc; n5 - Plural for numerals like 5, 6, 7, 8, etc.
Gender: gm - Masculine; gf - Feminine; gn - Neuter.
Tense: tc - Present; tp - Past; tf - Future.
Case:
ci - Imenitelnyj (Nominative)
cr - Roditelnyj (Genitive)
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cd - Datelnyj (Dative)
cv - Vinitelnyj (Accusative)
ct - Tvoritelnyj (Instrumental)
cp - Predlozhnyj (Prepositional)
Animacy: a - Animate; an - Inanimate.
Adverb form: fc - Comparative; fs - Superlative.
Type of a numeral: card - Cardinal; ordi - Ordinal; frac - Fractional.
Examples of query strings:
ru adverb;быстро;fc
ru verb;изучить;p3;n1;gm;tc
ru adjective;русский;nx;gf;ti;na
ru noun;язык;n1;cp
ru numeral;24;card
ru numeral;7;ordi
ru numeral;11/12;frac
Example of implementation:
PHP
$host = 46.173.208.127;
$port = 9999;
$waitTimeoutInSeconds=8;
$fp=fsockopen($host,$port,$errCode,$errStr,$waitTimeoutInSeconds);
if ($fp)
{ fwrite ($fp, "ru noun;машина;cr;nx"."\0");
$response = fread($fp, 10000);
echo($response); }
//Output: машин
6. Discussion
There exist several other approaches towards automated Russian inflection and syn-
thesis of grammatically correct Russian text, e.g. [14, 16]. Besides, numerous programs
attempt automated inflection of a particular part of speech or synthesis of a document
with a rigid predefined structure [4]. Judging by publicly available information, most
of such program make extensive use of manually annotated corpora which might cause
failure when the word to be inflected is different enough from the elements in the database.
The solution presented in this paper has been designed to be as independent of any
dictionary data as possible. However, due to numerous irregularities in the Russian lan-
guage, several lists of exceptional linguistic objects (like the list of indeclinable nouns or
the list of verbs with strongly irregular gerund forms, see Fig. 1) have been composed and
used throughout the code. Whenever possible, rational descriptions of exceptional cases
have been adopted to keep the numbers of elements in such lists to the minimum.
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